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Abstract

Nowadays in general education the emphasis is put on a pupil and his/her activity in learning. Gradually 
there are deepened pedagogical theories considering a pupil as an active constructor of knowledge. As 
the process of learning natural sciences at school is essential in the world cognition and it is needed 
to increase the effectiveness of learning natural sciences, including physics, as well as facilitate the 
attractiveness of these subjects, it is important to identify and evaluate contemporary didactic standpoints 
and opportunities for their application in the teaching and learning process. In the article the author 
analyzes the theoretical ideas of constructivism in the aspect of learning physics. The aim of the theoretical 
research is to evaluate the didactic standpoints of constructivism, put forward and describe the main 
principles of constructivism to be implemented in comprehensive secondary education. Within the research 
reflected in the article there is performed the analysis of scientific literature, analytical judgments are 
based on the previous empirical researches and using authors’ personal pedagogical experience.
Keywords: communication, construction, constructivism, context, cooperation, understanding, emotional 
experience, responsibility.

Introduction 

already in the middle of the past century there were formulated scientific cognitions 
about the active nature of human’s cognition and transfer of accent to pupil’s purposeful activity 
in the learning process. it is an idea about transition to a pedagogical paradigm which can be 
called a pupil’s action based paradigm. Gradually the old views on a pupil as a passive recipient 
of knowledge vanish and new views on a pupil as an active constructor of knowledge appear. in 
various cognitive theories there is expression an opinion that people are purposeful individuals 
searching for knowledge and having a highly developed ability to organize information. one 
of these theories, which formed in the 1990’s, is constructivism that can be perceived as a 
set of freely related cognitive views. these views are based on the opinion that knowledge is 
constructed those who learn and develop it through experience. Knowledge can be received, 
accumulated and stored, but the strongest and deepest knowledge is formed when an individual 
actively constructs meanings in the interaction with physical and social environment. if pupils 
are viewed as active, not passive participants of the learning process, it means that learning 
more often is oriented to activating thinking, but not filling their minds with knowledge. 
according to the ideas of constructivism pupils shall be given an opportunity to test new ideas, 
explore information, solve daily riddles, find new answers in various situations learning to 
solve problems pupils explore problem situations and it develops their thinking and motivates 
learning. pupils cooperate and learn to contest each other’s thoughts (also teacher’s thoughts) 
to come to a joint conclusion. as regards the significance of constructivists’ ideas in the 
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acquisition of physics, they urge pupils to use in learning “discoveries”, help pupils construct 
their knowledge by themselves identifying differences between their prior knowledge and 
new experience. it ensures the acquisition of notions and understanding of principles through 
personal discoveries. 

for a long time latvia as a former republic of the ussr had the impact of soviet 
pedagogy paying insufficient attention to pupil’s own activity in construction of knowledge. 
since the 1990’s in latvia the pedagogical activities have been reoriented towards application 
of active forms of learning, development of pupil’s learning skills, learning by research and 
discovery.

overall the scientific cognitions of the constructivism theory are applied in the 
implementation of the learning process. however, in the didactics of physics the basic 
standpoints of the constructivism theory are not sufficiently explored and characterized, their 
implementation can ensure better development of pupils’ competence and learning skills. 
thus, the authors have conducted a theoretical research analyzing the theoretical ideas of 
constructivism in the aspect of learning physics, putting forward and describing the main 
principles of constructivism, tracing the main elements of learning, evaluating context-oriented 
learning of physics and working out the theoretical model of creating the content of physics as a 
subject. research object is the learning process of physics. research subject is learning physics 
in the framework of the constructivism theory. theoretical research methods are analysis of 
scientific literature and modelling. 

Basic Standpoints of Constructivism in the Learning Process of Physics 

constructivism is a theory based on the view that knowledge is constructed following 
one’s experience and mind activity. prior constructed knowledge has a crucial role. a pupil 
creates new knowledge basing on his/her experience, receiving teacher’s support, implementing 
various activities. learning is meaningful if pupils have thinking activity (brooks & brooks, 
1994). the main principles of constructivism are summarized in table 1.

Table 1. The main principles of constructivism. 

Principles of constructivism Description of principles
Construction Formation of knowledge by activity, action, problem solution 
Understanding The learning process is focused on thinking and formation of understanding 

Context Problems are solved, tasks are approximated to the real life and professional 
activity 

Cooperation Mutual assistance in problem solution, evaluation of ideas 

Communication Development of communicative skills through communication in group work, 
projects, formulating own ideas, asking questions 

Responsibility A pupil feels responsible for his/her learning from the moment when his/her 
learning is based on his/her questions, discoveries, and solutions 

Transfer Discovering own learning principles a pupil can apply them in other learning 
situations 

Emotional experience 
Emotional experience causes activity of cognitive processes, urge mind activity. 
Emotional experience is created by application of diverse, active forms of learn-
ing 

accumulation of knowledge is a dynamic process requiring active pupils’ action 
(holzer, 1994). learning is not passive reception of information; it is active construction of new 
knowledge basing on experience (nanjappa, Grant, 2003). a great role shall be attributed to 
prior knowledge and conviction about some truth or values (rauste-von Wright, 1999; simons, 
1993). in the pupil learning oriented pedagogical process a pupil has a significant role in acquiring 
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knowledge. understanding is considered to be a significant feature of learning which is related 
to personal meaning and significance when the meaning and understanding of the learnt content 
are formed in pupil’s individual conscience. in the learning process thinking is directed towards 
possibly deeper understanding of new knowledge. understanding is structuring the existing 
part of experience with new information (Žogla, 2001). To understand phenomena, processes, 
objects means to reveal the essential aspects abstracting from unessential ones. understanding 
can be expressed as knowing things and phenomena and their involvement into some group. 
pupil’s ability to find out the internal structure or action mechanism principle, discover causes 
and consequences, perceive regularities, relate observed phenomena and processes to general 
physical notions prove a higher degree of understanding.

the basis of understanding is pupil’s prior experience, thus in the apprehension process 
along with highlighting the significant features prior experience is also actualized and new 
cognitions are included into the system of prior knowledge. if a pupil has understood the idea 
correctly, s/he can express it in his/her own words. however, not always the skill to express 
oneself independently proves the needed understanding. Generalized cognitions shall be used 
in definite situations – pupils shall be able to name examples on their own, solve tasks, and 
make experiments. it means that understanding is based on the inseparable links between 
abstract and specific, general and special. it includes transition from definite and specific to 
abstract and general (revelation of essence) and vice versa. it is impossible to understand the 
essence without it.  the broader and mire flexible these mutual relations are, the deeper the 
understanding. thus, pupils’ knowledge is broadened and deepened. at the same time pupils’ 
thinking is induced and developed because understanding takes place in a complex thinking 
process where diverse thinking operations form individual stages (dzerviniks, 2005).

Knowledge people do not apply or cannot apply is useless, thus, in knowledge acquisition 
it is essential not only to reach stability and profoundness, but also the ability to apply knowledge 
in practice. application of knowledge facilitates its freer acquisition, increases learning 
motivation revealing the practical significance of learnt issues, makes knowledge closer to real 
life and understood really, not abstractly. a teacher shall organize the process of knowledge 
application competence formation gradually moving pupils from knowledge application 
according to the sample to independent creative activity teaching pupils themselves to control 
the course of solving a task, analyze the causes of success and mistakes.

pupils’ knowledge application competence shall be formed gradually; inducing thinking 
operations a teacher shall try to develop pupils’ skills to apply knowledge in non-standard 
situations. such level of knowledge application competence is typical for productive learning 
where a pupil is ready to solve problems, discover objectively new relations, formulate 
generalized conclusions and transfer knowledge to solve new tasks. in interpretative learning 
this competence is demonstrated by the ability to apply the knowledge by analogy or in well-
known situations. operating with known assumptions pupils define relations, use facts to explain 
and prove. the lowest level of knowledge application competence is typical for reproductive 
learning where knowledge is applied according to the sample. Quite often knowledge is 
remembered mechanically, thus making it difficult to be applied in solving tasks and in real life 
(dzerviniks, 2008). 

the name of the constructivism theory indicates a practical conception, an action-oriented 
and modifying view (ryan & cooper, 2004). the advantage of learning physics is the fact that 
pupils can relate the content of the subject to their life and thus become more motivated. in 
the learning process there are acquired knowledge which can be applied in real life situations 
and one can learn physics analyzing these situations. basing on the view mentioned above the 
scientists (rayner, 2005; benckert, 1997; filkenstein, 2001) have put forward a cognition that 
the content of physics shall be considered in context. it means that the content of the subject 
is related to daily phenomena, possible future career, developments of technical equipment or 
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observing it in the historical context of physics, its impact on the development of technologies, 
society and its achievements in culture. the word ‘context’ has originated from the latin word 
‘contexere’ which is translated as ‘to weave together’ or ‘that which gives coherence to its parts’ 
(cole, 1996). interweaving and interrelating the subject content with various real life events, 
pupils’ and teachers’ everyday life, professional activity and career learning physics becomes 
exciting and meaningful, it urges pupils to be active and self-motivated for learning. learning 
is a social activity and it is context related. context is a fundamental basis supporting pupils’ 
learning. context shows the application of the principles of physics in various situations, thus 
providing more specific and authentic reflection of knowledge in practical life. in context 
learning the subject and social content of professional activity is modulated by didactic means, 
forms and methods in the learning process.

the theory of constructivism also considers the standpoints relating to human’s behaviour 
in the learning process (rauste-von Wright, 1999; simons, 1993). the representatives of radical 
constructivism do not see social interaction in the learning process because it is personal and 
individual; however, the representatives of social constructivism emphasize the social dimension 
of constructing knowledge.  

any knowledge as a basis for perception of reality, however, is constructed and 
consolidated as a result of social interaction (Берген, Лукман, 1995). Communication and 
cooperation shall be put forward as significant principles in a constructive learning process 
in physics. communication is related to the exchange of pupils’ opinions, discussion about 
gathered information, made experiments, procedure and results of the research, physics as a 
science and expression of physical regularities in everyday life and technologies. cooperation 
shall be implemented by the exchange of ideas, experiments, researches, project planning and 
implementation in team work. 

learning is a process of interaction where pupils also acquire independent work 
skills and they become responsible for their learning (Klafki, 1999). according to the basic 
standpoints of constructivism the learning process becomes subjective when a pupil more and 
more takes responsibility for his/her learning. pupils’ responsibility forms when they actively 
involve in creative activities where they have an opportunity to ask, discuss, conduct researches, 
implement projects and get the joy of discovery showing their initiative and contribution. as 
s.m.holzer emphasizes pupils are responsible for their education, but teachers are responsible 
for creating effective learning environment (holzer, 1994). the question is how a teacher can 
create creative learning environment facilitating active learning. according to the scientists’ 
views active learning includes:

•	 empirical learning (Kolb, 1984; laws, 1991);
•	 cooperative learning (beichner, 1993);
•	 context-based learning (lumsdaine, Voitle, 1993);
•	 information and communication technologies based learning (laws, 1991; shneiderman, 

1993).
each pupil has his/her individual learning scheme because each one constructs his/her 

learning and a common learning mechanism cannot be distinguished (reich, 2002). learning is a 
journey, not a destination. each opinion is a temporary intellectual stop on the way to increasing 
knowledge (brooks &brooks, 1993). however, for each pupil it is essential to understand the 
principles of his/her own learning to transfer them to new learning situations and skilfully 
apply. it is also significant to enrich learning by teacher’s or peers’ shared experience. 

the effectiveness of acquiring physics to a large extent depends on the level of pupils’ 
emotional sphere development. emotions influence human’s behaviour, work skills, increase 
or decrease his/her activity (dzerviniks, 2010). emotional experience is a condition and kind 
of emotions and feelings one has experienced. the type of emotional experience and its depth 
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influence the attitudes towards phenomena, actions and objects. in the process of acquiring 
physics pupils’ interested attitude and signs of emotional expression can be observed: 

•	 in various activities based on real life situations;
•	 acquiring new information including surprising moments;
•	 implementing expressive experiments;
•	 discovering expressive solutions of problems, seeing visual attraction of equipment 

and models;
•	 listening to persuasive judgments;
•	 working on constant researches leading to the joy of discovery.
it is easier for a pupil to learn, learning activity is more productive is positive 

emotions domineer. on the background of a positive emotional attitude, episodic failures and 
disappointment still causes willingness to learn, eliminate mistakes, prove oneself and others 
one’s abilities. optimal balance between positive and negative emotional experience, when 
positive ones dominate, but negative ones lead to persistence, strong will, etc. is the reserves for 
increasing the productivity of pupils’ intellectual activity (dzerviniks, 2010).

Basic Elements of Learning Physics

it has already been emphasized that acquisition of physics is done by involving pupils 
in construction of knowledge. experience, prior knowledge and skills are also essential in 
learning. it means that in learning physics the following elements are crucial:

1) active action;
2) prior experience;
3) learning content (see table 2).

Table 2.  Description of the most essential elements in learning physics.  

Active action 
Pupil’s learning activity is related to active participation in the learning process where 
a pupil acquires content researching and experimenting, asking and searching for 
answers, putting forward ideas and discussing them.  

Prior experience 

Pupil’s prior experience is formed by a set of practically acquired knowledge, skills 
and attitudes. In the cognitive process experience is broadened. Experience consid-
ers learning as interaction between pupil’s characteristics and external conditions, 
between acquired and accumulated knowledge. Pupils add new information to prior 
knowledge creating new links with the existing knowledge. 

Learning content 

Learning content includes definite knowledge and skills, action and social experience, 
values, conviction and attitude formation experience what a pupil gets in the learning 
process. Fundamental researches and technical developments, abstraction and 
contexts interlink in the content of physics.

 
learning is a purposeful cognitive process to enrich experience. pupil’s activity in learning 

is facilitated by external stimuli, encouragement and support, emotional experience, success, 
development of independence, mastering of creative skills and development of learning skills. 
prior researches have revealed that pupils like practical work and discovering links between 
subjects of natural sciences and daily life. in the learning process physics shall also be revealed 
as an intellectual activity and a basis for research and technical fields.

Context-based Learning Physics

in order to acquire physics qualitatively there shall be used diverse learning. a teacher 
shall create learning environment where pupils could experiment, conduct researches and 
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discover, mutually cooperate, use information and communication technologies, acquire subject 
content in context with natural phenomena, technological achievements and possible future 
activity in research or technical fields.

context is the platform for acquiring physics to facilitate pupils’ involvement, provide 
them extensive learning experience and help develop skills to solve real life problems. however, 
it is not simple to find and use good context for the content of physics to be acquired. many real 
life phenomena are complex and dependant on many factors pupils are not aware of. it means 
that in the learning process a pupil together with a teacher shall solve problems within the 
context using their prior experience. the content of physics can be successfully acquired only 
if in the context there are used samples known to pupils, observed in daily life or technologies 
which are specific, interesting and clearly reflect the phenomenon. 

learning has a need to use various contexts because it is necessary to relate the subject 
content to various life situations or apply acquired knowledge in the exploration of these 
situations. 

context-based learning might face a problem that pupils will not be fully able to 
generalize the acquired knowledge without context where the knowledge have been mastered. 
it means that the acquisition of the subject content, formation of experience are implemented 
not only through senses (in a sensory, inductive way), but also in an indirect, symbolic form 
(in a conceptual, deductive way). there can be used two approaches to transfer experience by 
observation and contemplation as well as by action, active experimenting. actually everything 
mentioned above is related to d. Kolb’s model of empirical learning including four stages: 
1) feeling (concrete experience); 2) watching (reactive observation); 3) thinking (abstract 
conceptualization); 4) doing (active experimentation) (Kolb, 1984). thus, learning physics is a 
process involving one or several kinds of learning mentioned above.

Formation of Learning Content in Physics

subject content is a significant component of the learning process. it is a set of 
information, tasks and exercises a pupil shall acquire in a certain period of time. the subject 
content is mental values a pupil gets by teacher’s help. the content of physics is formed of the 
theories of physics and expressions of real life (see fig.1).

Figure 1: Model of formation of learning content in physics.  
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the theories of physics with abstract models, laws, notions provide the abstract part in 
the content of physics, but the real world with facts, phenomena, processes, equipment and 
appliances forms contexts in the learning content. 

Conclusions

if considering the constructivism as a didactic theory, studying is an active process, 
where the student develops new ideas, which are based upon own experience. however, the 
teacher, by using study resources, concentrates on the promotion, support of student’s studying, 
allowing student to reveal basic principles of sciences independently. nowadays the acquisition 
of physics can be promoted by implementation of study process by comprehension, accenting 
the solving of problems, research work, ability to study and independent, responsible work.

students have to notice, that studying of physics is attractive and meaningful, that physics 
has an important role in their life and, possibly, for their future career. it requires integrated 
study work with contexts, which are related to everyday life and professional activity. context-
based study of physics is a platform of social and cultural experience, ensuring the acquisition 
of physics.

constructive study process is pointed also towards development of students’ social skills. 
it is promoted by study environment, where there is accented students’ social interaction, which 
expresses itself within communication and collaboration, discussing the study content, new 
ideas, performing researches, working in team and within projects.  

student’s intellectual development is closely related also to emotional development. 
emotions promote intellectual development, but intellectual skills stimulate the creation of 
more complicated emotions. during the studies of physics, emotional experiences can become 
apparent, if student experiences the social consequences of studies, achievements of intellectual 
activity, results of self-analysis, extension of intellectual skills, independence during cognition, 
practical usage of results of intellectual results. 

active action, prior experience, learning content are main elements in learning physics. 
the content of physics is formed of the theories of physics and expressions of real life. the 
theories of physics with abstract models, laws, notions provide the abstract part in the content of 
physics, but the real world with facts, phenomena, processes, equipment and appliances forms 
contexts in the learning content.
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